
Test Your Grammar Skills 

Adjectives (Group 2) – Comparative and Superlative Forms 

 This worksheet can be photocopied and used without charge 

Complete the table below with the most suitable words: 

Adjective: Comparative Form: Superlative Form:
1. calmer calmest
good 2. best
ugly uglier 3.
4. smaller smallest
sweet 5. sweetest
dirty dirtier 6.
7. stupider stupidest
uncommon 8. most uncommon
incomplete more incomplete 9.
10. safer safest
late 11. latest
difficult more difficult 12.
13. more terrible most terrible 
boring 14. most boring
obscure more obscure 15.
16. slower slowest
thin 17. thinnest
unfortunate more unfortunate 18.
19. more unfunny most unfunny 
sad 20. saddest
dishonest more dishonest 21.
22. colder coldest
short 23. shortest
dated more dated 24.
25. nastier nastiest
impatient 26. most impatient
noisy noisier 27.
28. more imperfect most imperfect 
poor 29. poorest
smooth smoother 30.
31. more overweight most overweight 
normal 32. most normal
lenient more lenient 33.
34. more unsure most unsure 
unsurprising 35. most unsurprising
short shorter 36.
37. more unusual most unusual 
narrow 38. narrowest
foolish more foolish 39.
40. older oldest
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Answers: 

Adjective: Comparative Form: Superlative Form:
calm calmer calmest
good better best
ugly uglier ugliest
small smaller smallest
sweet sweeter sweetest
dirty dirtier dirtiest
stupid stupider stupidest
uncommon more uncommon most uncommon 
incomplete more incomplete most incomplete 
safe safer safest
late later latest
difficult more difficult most difficult 
terrible more terrible most terrible 
boring more boring most boring 
obscure more obscure most obscure 
slow slower slowest
thin thinner thinnest
unfortunate more unfortunate most unfortunate 
unfunny more unfunny most unfunny 
sad sadder saddest
dishonest more dishonest most dishonest 
cold colder coldest
short shorter shortest
dated more dated most dated 
nasty nastier nastiest
impatient more impatient most impatient 
noisy noisier noisiest
imperfect more imperfect most imperfect 
poor poorer poorest
smooth smoother smoothest
overweight more overweight most overweight 
normal more normal most normal 
lenient more lenient most lenient 
unsure more unsure most unsure 
unsurprising more unsurprising most unsurprising 
short shorter shortest
unusual more unusual most unusual 
narrow narrower narrowest
foolish more foolish most foolish 
old older oldest


